
Stop the wild horse roundups
My statement is that why we should stop the wild
horse roundups. The horse roundups are in mostly
Montana and also in other places too. The roundups
have helicopters that run the horses into a pin. Then
they sell them and auction them to a new home. I
mean you should know! Horses didn't barge into
your home with a helicopter, trap you, and then sell
you!

When people round horses up with a helicopter,
it can be very scary for the horse also dangerous.
Being surrounded by at least 200 horses you don't
know! (All that kicking and shoving!) Cutting
yourself with a barbed wire fence trying to escape.
Staring at a helicopter you've never seen before. If I
were a horse I would be so so scared. Also people
ride horses to round them up. Some people might
think it's cool and fun but you are not the horse.

Wild horses are then sold to slaughter houses or
random people who can outbid the slaughter house. I
know I wouldn't want to be a horse in this case being
sold, killed then turned into dog food. Also did you
know there are more wild horses in government
holding pens than in the wild. Another fact is that the
population of wild horses has dropped from
2,000,000 to less than 33,000. In 1971? more people
wrote to Congress about wild horse protection than



any other issue in U.S. history.
It is bad for the horses because they are taking

away from their own family and their natural habitat.
I know people ean move but being sold to a new
family and type of family. If they were bought by
slaughter houses that's bad because they could have
been prrze horses that could of made thousands and
thousands of dollars. This is a big deal in Montana
and Colorado. Also in Nevada and Wyoming.

I think the wild horse roundups should stop. Be
rounded up by a helicopter. Then sold to slaughter
houses. Unreal, I know people today wouldn't want
to be a wild horse! Also being separated from your
family and never see them ever agarn.I know some
get set free. And that is why we people today right
now this moment should stop the wild horse
roundups. Help us save what is left of Americas wild
horses. Without your help the American wild horse
will never be seen agarn and disapp ear. Thank you
and good-bye.
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